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Bnraay, Jean — Notes Biographiques sur Mgr. Britgot.
(French text). tJTRS. XXXIII, Pt. 1. pp. 67-74 [1523
Biographical notes of Mgr. Brigot, a missionary of Siam.
	A-Propos de L'auteur de la Recension Bradley de
la Grande, (French text). JTR8. XXXIII, Pt. 2,
pp. 137-141.	[1524
Campos, J. de—The   Origin  of the   Tical.   JTRS. XXXIII,
PL 2, pp. 119-135.	[1525
The term tical still in use in Thailand to designate the Thai unit of
currency baht  is  connected  with   Peguan   tical  which  again  is  an
adaptation of the Indian term tanka called taka in Bengal.
Landon, Kenneth Perry—The Chinese in Thailand. A. Report
in the International Research Series of the Institute of
Pacific Relations. Issued under the auspices of the
Secretariat 9"x5M", PP. xi + 310. Oxford University
Press, London and New fork, 1941.	[1526
rt Professor Landon's introductory chapter on historical and geogra-
phical aspects of Chinese immigration into Thailand, brings together
a wealth of information not readily available elsewhere; and the book
in its entirety is a significant and scholarly contribution to an under-
standing of population problem in Southern Asia".
John L. Christian, GR. XXXI, pp. 695-696.
May, Reginald Le—• Buddhist Art in Siam. JTRS. XXXIII,
Pt. 2, pp. 151-161.	[1527
Observations upon Pro/essor Ccedis' review in JTRS. xxxi, (Dec.
1939). He does not agree with many of the professors' remarks.
Moulik, Monindramohan—The People and Politics of Thai-
land. TMR. LXIX, pp, 290-296,23 illus. 1 sketch map. [1528
A short account of Siam and its people. The first contact of Siam
with Europe dates back to 1511 when the Portuguese traders landed
thete,
Pendleton, Robert L.—Laterite   and  its  Sculptural Uses in
Thailand and  Campodia.   GR. XXXI,  Pt. 2, pp. 177-202,
62 illus., 1 sketch map.	[1529
The author believes  that  the  art pf quarrying laterite, as well as
architectural forms   and   other   cultural   features,   was  brought  to
Farther India from India.   The  art of working laterite  may have
come directly, and also through the intermediate civilisation of Ceylon,
Sumatra and Java.    At any rate,  the ancient  ruins,  largely built of
laterite, wbich still stand  in so  many  and  widely scattered parts of
• Farther India, were built by different races from different regions.

